
 A Family starts with 8 Households.  

There is no limit to its size. New

members can be brought in by the

Mother or existing members so long

as the rest of the Family is happy to

work with them. The bigger the

Family, the more diverse the skills, 

resources & experience therein.
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Each Family elects a 'Mother': a core 

figure (man or woman) who facilitates

 & coordinates the resources, skill-sets 

& coming together of the Family for the

common good of all.  A Mother is wise to

choose a 'Second' who can provide support &

also take over the Mother's role if required. 
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A Mother may choose to become a 

Grandmother to new emergent Families. The

GM will be able to share resources, 

connections & experience with the new

Mother. 

 
During emergencies, other Families can 

be called on for resources,  assistance & 

support. The more Families are present 

in an area, town or city, the less they 

depend on external saviors & systems, the more 

resilient the Family network becomes & the more self-

sufficient & united the community. 

 

The  Family's connection goes beyond  divisive

ideologies. Members need not agree on

everything. They are united in love. Families

work together toward positive outcomes & act

accordingly to move forward together. 

The Family is the ideal network within which to create

community support structures:  gardening teams, metaphysical

groups, educational/child-care hubs, inventors labs, first

response crews, resource/provision centers, safe houses etc.

The Family works to hatch solutions to problems.  
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Mother
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https://humanfamilyproject.com

By making the Family as self-reliant as

possible, we are safe-guarding the future of our

children, establishing a legacy of giving back

to Mother Earth & bringing unity where

previously there was discord & division. 

 

We cannot count on our local politicians, council or

law courts to hear us, but the Family does listen &

WILL provide. Roads can be blocked, events can be

recorded, funds can be  collected, our own 

police can be raised, connections can be 

made...  So much becomes possible 

when we are many. 

Together we are stronger.


